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The 1-Touch Roman System is a new and easy way to operate a roman blind. It uses a ball chain to pull the
blind up. This eliminates the need for messy cords that needs to be tied up, thereby improving the Child
Safety aspect.
The unique stop system allows for easy and accurate control of the blind – to stop the blind where you
want it to. All the mechanisms are neatly housed in a strong aluminium extruded headrail. This slim headrail
has a continuous bracket anchor point, allowing that the brackets to be conveniently screwed into the wall
studs or architrave, ensuring a secure mount.
Note: The blind is operated using the FRONT chain only.

Lifting the blind
1. Hold onto the front chain and pull the chain
smoothly down. The bottom of the blind should
start to lift evenly upwards.
2. The blind can be stopped in any position. Bring
the blind to the correct position. To lock the blind,
use a slight pulling down and up movement on
the front chain. This action will catch the locking
mechanism thereby holding the blind in position.
3. To continue lifting the blind, pull the front chain
smoothly downwards.

Lowering the blind
1. Give the front chain a brief downwards tug and let
go of the chain
2. The blind should smoothly lower all the way down.
3. If you need to stop the blind, hold and stop the
front chain. To lock the blind, use a slight pulling
down and up movement on the front chain.

Fabric Care:
Regularly gently vacuum with appropriate attachment. Do not wash. Do not dry clean.
Test in inconspicuous area before spot cleaning with appropriate cleaner.
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